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AUALITY ASSURANCE, FUNCTIOT'I-ORIENTED EVALUATION

Introduction

3D measuring

techniques have become part

of

standard resources

üiea-in-tt,e"ranufac*'uring of aggregat'es and veh'icles' For ihe
all-wheel
ioäiiti. ii.it we faced ät our-§tevr-oainler-Puch
ä;i;; ;;"i;; in o.ur, it was neceslarv to 1:horoughlv reconsider

the application of

3D measuring

',le develop and manufacture

techniques'

all-wheel drive components (gear-

and all-wheel outü;-;; ;iiI iourwhee'l drive selecior svsterns
oül-rrläti mechan'isms, viscosity clutches conceived for gradual
with
;ii-;il;"i ä.irÄ to.qr" transmiision, transverse-gearboxes
l-wheel front
iii-rt".t and crossjcountry selection opt'ion, al
diiving systems) äs well as complete all-wheel drive
ära
"ää"
geierät, we are dealing r'r'ith very high-demanding
,ät'i.iär.-rn
Mercedes'
.ritor."t, suih as riat, Lancia, Volkswagen or
G;i;;-";; ima'l1. The värietv of models and versions, on the
other hand, is verY wide-sPread.
The high qual'ity demands of our customers forced us to use the
tnäit aüruric"a mäasuring techniques, in order io obiain adequate
soiutions to the probläms encountered, and io intensify our

iearctr tor ways aird means designed to ensure that production
ii-rä"t.4 uy ä trish level of inhereni safety by means of adjustrnäni-rechun-isrs aiplied before and during series kickoff'

2/ Application of
The

3D masuring techniques
term "three-coordinate measuring techniques"

is

deliberate-

1y avoided, because thanks to the use of tactile probe systems
a-nd ci rcu l ar tabl es, the number of avai l abl e coord i nates i s

often more than three.

For many years, the development of 3D measuring machines was
merely oriented towards the improvement of their accuracy 1eve1,
in order to be able at all to carry out measurements on parts
of al I kinds with satisfactory precis'ion.
As this goal could practically only be reached by means of ball-

type pro6es, the actual results of the measurement had to be
uäteririned by computer-assisted procedures'
This soon led to the introduction of NC and CNC methods for
measurement sequences. i,lhen due to increased flexibility requirements, production shifted more and more from type-bound
nianufacturing plants to programmable mach'ining centres and
robots, it bäcame possible to promote flexibility lvithin the
testing function by applying 3D measuring machines that superseded ihe spec'ia1-type measuring instruments used up to that

date, The connection of

3D measuring machines

-

to

NC systems

moving into the d'irection of CAM
or CI14, automatic probe changing systems without the requirement of subsequent reca'libration and the idea of using
measuring robots to replace the traditional templates under'line
!1,ith

off-unit

programming

this trend.

In the course of this rapid process of development and reorientation, we often fai led to notice the enormous possibi lities
hidden in these 'instruments, a potential that had not been
available before and that was suited to go far beyond the actual
aim

of quality assurance in production by

means

of traditional

testing techniques, heading towards an efficient backing of
production planning and deve'lopment.
These

possibili'uies

will

now be

i'llustrated by means of

a few

basis examples.

3/ Functional statements by means of 3D measuring techniques
At the beginning of our reflections, I should'like to discuss
an examplä that is highly suited to give a better idea of the

basic approach thai underlies the reasoning, even if it may
seem veiy trivial compared to the problems usual'ly encountered.

is to be checked
(fig. I).

A bicycle frame
machine

by means
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fig.

O .. - --

BASrs PoIt{TS

1

in former days, inspection

and kept modifying
devi ce.

used

the frame

testing devices as an expedient

until it fiited into the testing

At least on first sight, the application of a

3D measuring

to rather complicate inspection operations'
First of all, in fact, it will be necessary to determine an efficient measurement reference base. It would be very easy to
refer to the bottom bracket ball bearing as such basis, but
however, deviations occurring at the projecting extremities

machine seems

on the irame will come up to-alarming'ly high values, even if
the bottom bracket ball bearing itself presents only mjnor
angle errors.
This means that before starting to measure, one will have to
carefully cons'ider the consequences when determining which
maximum äimensions should serve as - useful and functionally
adequate - measurement reference base,
optimum fitt'ing.

in

order to ensure

In our example, it is assumed that the 3 points marked on the
plane of symmetry of ihe frame be our basis of reference.
Äs a resu'lt of the measuring operation, we obtain, at the measuring point of the handlebai top bearing, a deviation from the
plane

of

symmetry

of, for

example, 0.5

mm.

How to rate this deviation? Must urgent remedial action be
taken or is this value accePtable?
Prefabricated parts of such shape and make may present deviations of around I mm. l,le can look at the problem from the
angle of the part fam'ily and the manufacturing process.
On-the other hand, there are design tolerances for these features. But under the pressure of rationalized manufacturing

processes, such des'ign tolerances are
cussion.

readily put up for dis-

A satisfactory resu'lt su'ited to convince all interested parties
can only be obtained by examining the functional bearings of
t.his deviation on the intended purpose'

If we assume that the bicycle frame be completely assembled,
that is including hind whee1, forks and front wheel, the consequences of the däviation under review may be predicted very
easily due to the front and rear wheel track mismatch that is
io

3D

be expected. r,lith the help of the computer fitted onto the
measuiing centre, this analysis may be obiained.'immediately

the consoliäated result of the measurement

(fig.

as

2)

of a 3D measuring
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Within the framework of our example, we are now ab'le io clearly
staie, by how many tenths of a millimeter and in which specific
location the frame production unit must be adjusted, in order
to obtain frames fully adapted to funct'ional requirements di-

rectly from the manufacturing process in the future.
4/ Consolidation of results
The advantages of ihe application of

for the

fig.
3D measuring techniques

purpose of a goal-oriented and objective adjustment of
the various phases of production to the functional requirements
become quite evident when looking at the data col lection fi1'ling no less than ten pages - relating to 5 motorbicycle
frames and consolidated in accordance with viewpoints usually

underlying 3D measurement.

In practice, we found that Design and Product'ion are prepared
to grapple with such voluminous result formats only in extreme
cases

of

emergency

Consequently,

ii

(fig.3).

seems

to

4

be indispensable

to bring the results

of the measurement operations into a shape that is better suited
to ref'lect the type of prob'lem encountered and also essent.ially

more dense; what is more, such consolidaiion has to take place
direcily on the measuring machine, in order to allow for
dynamic strategy imp'lementation.

0n'"he basis of such records, it is possible to gradually adjust the production process to the functional features aimed
at for the final condition by going through the individual
phases

of

production,

5/ Preventive process assurance
For all-whee'l drive veh'icles, the veh'icle bottom with its
driving shafis, vehicle joint geometry and various spacings
between individual parts of the structure 'is of particu'lar
'importance for cross-country purposes.
For the sake of adjustment operations and prob)em diagnostics,
therefore asked the measuring machine manufacturer to fit
our 3D vehicle measuring centres with probe heads that wou'ld
allow for upward measurement jusi as we'll as for measurement
in other directions (fig. 5).

we

ä

u

fig.
In our.example, the evaluation of results that is produced on a
form directly on the measuring machine plotter makes it obvious
for anybody to see in which way the dimensiona'l frame features
will affect the main function - here being the track mismatch -

or in short: the parallelism - of the front

afier their

supposed assembly

and

(fig,4). If ii.is

rear

wheel

found

that

de-

viations are engendered within the functional effects, then the
next - more detail-oriented - phase is entered into, in order
to establ ish and investigate the relevant parameter,s record
of changes, after wh'ich the action to be täken is determined
on the basis of the examination findings.
The 'indi v'idua'l tol erances are de'l i berate'ly not pl aced i nto the
foreground, considering the fact that they require mutual adjustment by way of empjrical means, in order to comply with
functional tolerance levels. In spite of trighly sophiiticatea
finite element calculation methods, we are in iact still far
from being able to positively predict statistic variations.
The

function-oriented way of conso'lidating results presented

here is equally an efficient means to convince designers and
induce.them to 'imp-lement to'lerance range extensiöns gu.ided
by economic factors. This consoi.idation ii also requireä for
the-purpose of defect possibility and influence analyses as
wel'l as for process audits conce.ived for the assurante of

to

selfcheck systems.
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fis. 5
It is interesting to note that for quite a long time, measuring
in upward direct'ion seems to have been less frequent, as vehi-cle manufacturers obviously considered coordinate measuring devices of ihis size to be a - although more effic.ient - means
of merely replacing traditional templates.
Thanks to
measuring

the adjustment techniques applied by means of 3D
units to the individual phases of production as described in the above, it is possible to implement processes
with such a high level of inherent safety that templates are
hardly any more required.

The regu'lar measuring operations to which the veh.icles are
subject on the 3D measuring centre are not carried out as
replacement for template testing, bui implemented as audits

exclusively with a view to the overal'l functioning of the
vehicle, with problem-oriented adjustments taking place vrhen-

ever required.

6/ t{easuring techniques in the construction of
sented

in

As concerns their dimensional features, gears are in most
cases defined by means of construciional drawings relating to
the casings and the toothed wheel work. The assembly drawing
provides the functional overview and does noi encompass, as
a general ru'le, any detai led indicaiions as concerns dimensions
and tol erances.

is therefore mostly carnied out on the
basis of the graphic representation of proiections and seciions.
l,lhen measuring transmission cases and gear components, the aim
usually pursued is to check as precisely as possible their
The casing mensuraiion

cornpf i ance

r,ri

th the dra'ri

to this point, our

within the framework of the
exclusively at providing the poss'ibility of measuring in an univocal way the bore d'istances quoted
in the drawings. It is not yet possible, however, to assess the
effects of the result of the measurement - that is, possible
dev'iations from the target va'lues indicated in the draw'ings.
lJp

gearboxes

try to

trans'late the statements and results prethe above to the transm'ission construction sector.

Let us now

reasoning

gearbox example was aiming

7/ Function-oriented

measurement and evaluation
Let us have a closer look at the functional interrelations prevailing within this transmission system. We are, for example,

ta1 ki ng about

the transfer case of the well-known "G"-type

cross-country vehicle
§te]li!l,l!,].ii!l'ii

rl"', "

(fiq.

8).

i'i

ng data.

',.lith the help of the software used in up-to-date 3D coordinat.e
measuring techniques, the surface point under review is determined in accordance wiih the tactile probe system applied, after
which the desired feature, e.g. the bearing bore spacing, is established by calcu'laiion through subsequent logical combinat'ions.

At this stage already, difficulties begin to occur, because the

designer general ly assumes any bodies, surfaces, edges, angles,
etc,, to be ideally shaped; on the other hand, for t'ime-variant
temperature distribution phenomena, etc., occurning under the
practical condiiions of an extremely rationalized manufacturing
process w'i'uh'its high cutting duties and, consequently, its
considerable gripping and nachining powers, he does not define
any statements re'lating to the individual features' bases of
measurement that would al low their unmistakable retrieval.
The case of transmission case bearings not situated within one
and the same plane is particularly suited to illustrate the

direct'influence that is exercised on the result of ihe ineasurei.e. the bore distance, by the definition of the basis of
measurernent wi'uhin the reference surface (fig. 5).
ment,

For this reason, it is absolutely necessary to account for the
consistency of the measurement reference base for each individual feature. However, merely little would be gained if only
the technical function concerned, e.g. the department for pre-

techniques, provided reproducible measurements. The necessit'ies and possibifities relating to the determ'ination of the reference data must be fed back to the designer, in order to enable him to'integrate these aspects into
the design drawing.

cision

measurement

§)n*or.

fig.

CA

Cerrne

A

CB

Cerrnr

B

of

does

definition of a clear-cut basis of measurenot solve the problem of the reproducibility

measurements.

For our example - the measurement of a borehole -, we must expect to obta'in varying results even when paying no heed to the
aspect of the measuring machine's own accuracy! that is to say
whenever measurements are carried out and evaluated on the
basis of different probe posii'ion numbers. Th'is c'learly indicates that with the continuously decreasing margin betr,/een
high demands in the quality field and the requirement of a

cost-efficient production that

io

we are

facing today,

it is

nec-

a'lso iake the corresponding higher-ranking morphological surface structure, such as roundness,conical form, angulariiy and - as the case may be - roughness into account
when determ'ining dimens'ions and carrying-out measuring operaessary

tions (fig. 7).

Shaft

I,

on

its

one side, runs on the transm'ission case bear-

its other side, it is over-mounted with respect to long-face pinion 2. The latter in turn runs on two
bearings accommodated in the casing cover, Shaft 3, being engaged to shafts I and 2 via toothed wheels, is running on the
transmission casing bearing on its one side and on the casing
cover bearing on its other s'jde.
ings,

whereas on

fiq.7

6

Unforiuna'"e1y, the

sti l l

s

Looking at the assembly out'line we find that it is absolutely
'jmpossible to deduct any goal-oriented statements on the poss.jble functional bearings affecting the gearbox from the mere
bore spaci ng we have been exami n'i ng ( fi g . 9 ) .

Posrrrors

Considering the high demands made nowadays on the service I ife
and the low noise level of our gearboxes, tolerances have become so smal'l that the integration of such aspects into the
design drawing developed into a basic requ'irement for quality
assurance. Especially in those cases, in wh'ich individual
transm'ission parts are to be manufactured in different production siies and still be interchangeable.
ment

iis.

fig.

9

In order to establish functional statements relating to the
conditions of contact between the toothed wheels of shafts I
and 3 (e.9. distance of axes within the plane of contact,
three-dimensional interlacing of the two axes), it will be
necessary, in a first step, to measure the casing and the
cover, including their reciprocal connections. Th'is operation
is fol lowed by the mathematical evaluation, for which the gearbox is assumed to have been assembled. At this stage, special
care must be given to avoid making allegations or impute unproven prerequi si tes.

It'is often readily assumed that the bearing axes of shaft 2 be
exactly perpendicu'lar to the cover contact surface or that the
line joining the shaft bearings in the casing present the same
direction as the one in the cover.
In the reality of production, however, this
When

interrelations, tre notice that up to the
'little attention
has been paid - within the framework
- to the possible three-dimen-

examining these

present,

of

is not the case.

development and production

siona) angular interlacing of the axes,

As concerns the toothed whee1, on the other hand, enormous efforts have been made to arrive at minimum helix angle deviations.
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link", up to the present, has been a targetoriented optimization of these interrelations, and this step
has probably not been taken because the possibility of highprecision helix pitch measurements on special-type measuring
machines has been existing for quite some time now, whereas
there never was any efficient approach at a'll for determining
the posit'ion of the axes in fu11y assembled gearboxes.
The "missing

it

certainly pays to adjust the deIn practice, we found that
mands made on the precise execution of the 'individual toothed
wheels to the precision level that may be reached within the
gearing

in

assembled

cond'it'ion;'it'is also worth while,

when

u

il

I

difficulties encountered or proceeding to improvements, to take both sides of the funct'ional 'interrelation
system into account in a well-balanced way,

examining any

i,lithout the up-to-date 3D measuring techniques available today,
this undertaking would not be possible at all; now it is, and
in a very efficient way, too.

8/ lleasuri

of toothed wheels

The example presented here also shows very impressively how
the approaches considered in the above may be applied to ihe
measuning of toothed wheels (fig. 10).

fig.

11

Statistics here develop jnto a represent'ive investiqation
are no longer used to continue making the
and agai n.

same

and

mistakes again

thus be ana)ysed and assessed with a view to
the
influencing factors and the functional bearings, thus al'lowing
Any problems may

for

an optimum adjustment

of

drawing data änd manufacrequ.irements already at

turing possibi)ities to the functional

the series kickoff, whereas any new difficulties encounteräd

then are noi only levelled out, but actively solved by means of
other adequate adaptat.ion measures, that is, ihey are done away

wi'"h

for the rest of the future.

8y applying these techniques, production is furthermore given
the opportunity of implementing well-balanced and inherently
safe processes in its own responsibility, while accounting ior
the obtained qualiiy 1eve1 by means of appropriate audits-

(fis.

fig.
It is

12).

10

in respect of long-face pinion 2, to estabstatement relating to the functioning of the
toothed wheel work, if measurement is between points - as the
custom mostly goes. 0nce again, modern 3D measuring units provide the opportunity of using bearings A and B - being of re1impossible,

lish a c'lear

for the functioning within the transmission system - as
basis of the wheel work measuring operations and to also re'late
any other data, such as the position of the synchronizing cone,
evance

to the

same

functional bas'is.

At our Puch works, we have been app'lying 3D measuring units for
the purpose of toothed wheel examinat'ions since 1978, and we
were very saiisfied to hear professor Kunzmann express the approval of PTB (*) in respect of 3D measuring centres app'lied in
the measurement of toothed wheel work on the occasion of the
znd day of discussions on the subject of coordinate measurement
techniques in Stuttgart/Fel lbach in 1984.
The method

-

commonly

applied up to the present

- to

measure

with a view to only some
of the relevant characterist'ic tooth parameters, while testing
transmission casings on special-type devices, in the past often
enough resulted in a mere optimization of single parameters,
without allor,ring for the compilation of information or for rnore
profound statements suited to serve overa'l'l optimization objecti ves .
gearwheels on gear measuring machines

fig.

12

In seque), 3D measuring techniques will become more independent
from being a mere trouble-shooting measure and may increasingly
be applied for preveniion purposes.
Thanks

to this

abie io keep
sati sfi ed.

approach, Steyr-Daimler-Puch has always been
very demanding principals and customers highly

its

9/ Repercussions on process assurance
As a rule, templates, measuring devices and measuring robots
are merely suited to disclose the drifting-off of individual
dimension values during the manufacturing process, with these
d'imensions having been considered as critical before.
Even complete records and evaluations can practically never
lead to any other findings than the ones that have been

known

before.

Modern 3D measuring machines, however,

provide the opportunity

of proceeding to a thorough analysis of processes at a very
ear'ly stage and to engage in examination activit'ies that lead
to the abolishment of the identified insecurity factor (fig.ll).

* Physikalisch-technische Bundesansia'li
Technical Institute), Braunschwejg
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